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In this paper we discuss a study on the approaches to modeling of students of the 4-year elementary
school teacher program at the University of Palermo, Italy. The answers to a specially designed
questionnaire are analyzed on the basis of an a priori analysis made using a general scheme of reference
on the epistemology of mathematics and physics. The study is performed by using quantitative data
analysis methods, i.e. factorial analysis of the correspondences and implicative analysis. A qualitative
analysis of key words and terms used by students during interviews is also used to examine some aspects
that emerged from the quantitative analysis. The students have been classified on the basis of their
different epistemological approaches to knowledge construction, and implications between different
conceptual strategies used to answer the questionnaire have been highlighted. The study’s conclusions
are consistent with previous research, but the use of quantitative data analysis allowed us to classify the
students into three ‘‘profiles’’ related to different epistemological approaches to knowledge construction,
and to show the implications of the different conceptual strategies used to answer the questionnaire, giving
an estimation of the classification or implication ‘‘strength.’’ Some hints on how a course for elementary
school physics and mathematics education can be planned to orient the future teachers to the construction
of models of explanation are reported.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the education research community has
shown great interest in the problems that can arise when
doing activities based on scientific and mathematical mod-
eling in schools.
Different definitions of modeling in education have been
put forward. When we refer to the ‘‘modeling’’ of a situ-
ation or phenomenon we mean the process of (i) finding the
variables which may be relevant in the description of the
phenomenon itself, (ii) giving a verbal and schematic
description of the phenomenon, (iii) determining the ex-
isting relationships between the variables, (iv) representing
these relationships through equations and/or rules that give
the model a predictive value [1]. According to Niss [2],
models can be used in science and mathematics teaching in
order to help students analyze and assess a given situation,
and to consolidate the analytical skills acquired during
learning. The specific, scientific contexts in which models
are constructed and discussed are also important.
Many researchers have recommended shifting the focus
of science education from traditional subject matter to
more general themes and developing students’ skills,
giving more relevance to modeling activities in the teach-
ing and learning of scientific disciplines [3–5]. Moreover,
it has been argued that it would be useful to rethink the
nature of the mathematical problem-solving experiences
students are provided with at school, in terms of contents,
approaches to learning, and ways of assessing learning.
Lesh et al. [6] have proposed doing this by means of
mathematical modeling. This approach has traditionally
been reserved for secondary schools [7], but recent re-
search has indicated that it can also be used at elementary
school level [8].
On the other hand, as Viennot et al. have pointed out [9],
it is important to take the teacher role into account. Just as
students cannot be considered passive receivers of what
they are taught, teachers are not simply passive transmit-
ters of teaching innovation defined by research. More or
less explicit disregard of critical details of a proposed
teaching sequence and more or less evident dislike for
planned strategies are likely to deeply influence student’s
learning. Moreover, apart from their knowledge and tech-
nical ability to implement the suggested approaches in the
classroom, the teacher will probably look at them more or
less favorably depending on their personal lines of thought,
or beliefs, about knowledge construction.
Prawat [10] argues that teachers’ beliefs pose an ob-
stacle to educational reform ‘‘because of their adherence to
outmoded forms of instruction that emphasize factual and
procedural knowledge at the expense of deeper levels of
understanding’’ (p. 354). The applications of teachers’
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personal beliefs and cognitive styles to modeling have also
been an important theme in research in mathematics teach-
ing, as can be seen from specific studies [11] and from
studies originating from many national and international
conferences on this subject, for example, ICME
(International Congresses on Mathematical Education)
working groups and the related publications on modeling
in different countries’ curricula and in teacher training
courses [12].
Kagan [13] refers to beliefs as a ‘‘particularly provoca-
tive form of personal knowledge’’ and argues that teachers’
professional knowledge can be influenced by beliefs.
According to Kagan, this knowledge improves as teachers’
experiences in classrooms, and with colleagues working in
the same environment, grow. A highly personalized peda-
gogy is thus formed, which actually restricts the teacher’s
perception, judgment, and behavior. The teacher must,
therefore, not be left alone either while training or when
in a teaching post, in order to try to orient their beliefs
about knowledge construction towards modeling and
innovative use of technological tools. Particularly impor-
tant among these tools are real time laboratory systems and
computer simulation and modeling environments, which
are well recognized by educational research as useful for
improving the modeling experience.
An appropriate analysis of the teachers’ existing model-
ing abilities and personal lines of thought about modeling
is needed within the framework of teacher training courses.
This is particularly relevant in university courses for ele-
mentary school teacher training, where, at least in Italy,
science and scientific approaches are not always consid-
ered the most fundamental subjects for an effective teacher
training program.
In this paper, we discuss some of the results of a
research study on the conceptions and beliefs about
knowledge construction of student teachers (STs) attend-
ing the 4-year program for elementary teacher training1
at the University of Palermo and their approaches to
modeling activities. Students attending the program
mainly come from secondary schools not specializing
in mathematics and science. As a consequence, many
of them do not have these disciplines as their ‘‘first
choices.’’ Their attitude towards science is remarkably
similar to what Palmer reported [14]. He found that little
or no success in the STs’ own experience in science
influences their attitudes and self-confidence towards
science and science teaching. This is also highlighted
by the results of the admission tests they underwent to
access the program.
The main hypothesis of our work is that elementary
school student teachers implicitly have their own beliefs
about the construction of scientific knowledge and the
understanding of reality, which then become explicit
when engaged in modeling activities and processes.
These beliefs are the result of their past experience as
students and the implicit behavior of their past school
teachers. Experiences in the social context in which they
live and work can also play a significant role.
II. EPISTEMOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO
LEARNING MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS:
A REFERENCE FRAMEWORK
Much has been written about different epistemological
approaches to learning mathematics and physics, with
particular relevance to modeling abilities. In our research
we concentrate only on the most well-known approaches,
as they are easily identifiable in future teacher behavior.
(1) The behaviorist approach [15–17] sees knowledge
construction as a response to concrete external stim-
uli coming from the real life world. Learning is
achieved best when the learner can confront real,
concrete situations. One uses descriptions of reality
mainly based on concrete data coming from the
environment. Memory is often used ‘‘on the spot’’
and out of context.
(2) Cognitive psychology claims that knowledge con-
struction is a process that mainly involves the use of
memory (i.e., recalling of cognitive resources), mo-
tivation, and thinking. Learning is a personal mental
process which depends on the learner’s processing
capacity, the amount of effort spent in the learning
process, the depth of the processing [18,19], and the
learner’s existing knowledge structure [20].
Description or interpretation of new situations is
based on previous learning experience and on con-
textualized use of memory and other cognitive
resources.
(3) Constructivist theory claims that knowledge con-
struction is the product of observation, processing,
interpretation, and personalization of information
into personal knowledge structures [21,22]. The
learner interprets the world and builds their
knowledge by making analogies with their previous
models of knowledge and making abstract referen-
ces to objects and ideas coming from experience.
Learning is often promoted by peer to peer work and
by contextualization for immediate application in
order to acquire personal meaning.
1The program for elementary teacher training has its origins in
a previous program, named ‘‘Pedagogical Sciences,’’ tradition-
ally made up of very intense theoretical study of general teach-
ing practice and psychology, which mainly dealt with humanistic
education. For the past ten years workshop activities for the
teaching of mathematics and science in elementary schools have
also been included in the program’s curriculum. The general
approach of these courses was rather traditional, with lectures
and problem-solving activities. At the end of the course, student
teachers were also requested to produce a written teaching
sequence for elementary schools on specific topics related to
mathematics and science which was then discussed during an
oral examination.
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However, when the behaviorist, cognitivist, and con-
structivist schools of thought are closely analyzed, many
overlaps in their ideas and principles become apparent.
According to Ertmer and Newby [23], teaching or learning
of mathematic or scientific disciplines can include prin-
ciples from all the three schools of thought and the three
approaches can be used as a system of classification, or
‘‘taxonomy,’’ for learning. Behaviorist strategies can be
used to teach the ‘‘what’’ (facts), cognitive strategies can
be applied to teach the ‘‘how’’ (processes and principles),
and, finally, constructivist strategies can be used to teach
the ‘‘why’’ (higher level thinking that promotes personal
meaning and situated and contextual learning).
For example, let us consider the traditional approach
followed by many physics or mathematics textbooks in
their ‘‘exercise’’ sections, which can be considered to be
based on a behaviorist line, although some aspects of
cognitivism can be found too. In fact, the more or less
implicit idea suggested in textbooks is to have a general
look at all the data and variables contained in the exercise
and to limit the solution strategy to these, excluding strat-
egies that do not make use of all the data that the problem
suggests. Although it provides an immediate solution to
many textbook problems, this strategy is very often insuf-
ficient for efficient long-term learning. Many students that
get accustomed to it often find it difficult to face new, more
abstract problems, where more data than strictly necessary
is given or when data is given as symbols and not as
concrete numerical values to be applied immediately. In
this case a wider approach, based on constructivist strat-
egies, is needed.
Table I summarizes the three approaches to knowledge
construction described, with particular reference to model-
ing processes.
III. RESEARCH
A. Aims and research questions
This study is based on quantitative and qualitative re-
search methods. It involves the analysis of data obtained
from an open-ended questionnaire and the analysis of
interviews. Data from the questionnaire have been
analyzed by means of implicative statistics methods [24]
(see the following section). The main objective is not a
final testing of the hypothesis resulting from previous
studies (see, for example, [13,25]) but further development
of it and the search for hints and suggestions for improving
teacher training courses for elementary school teachers.
The main research questions involved in this study are
the following.
 What are the main epistemological approaches to
mathematics and physics learning put into action by
a sample of student teachers that followed a tradi-
tional high school curriculum?
 Do our primary school student teachers begin mathe-
matics and physics courses already able to correctly
connect mathematical models to real situations?
B. Research methodology and sample
An open-ended questionnaire was administered to 78
STs in the third year of the program for elementary school
teacher training in the academic year 2009-2010, before
the beginning of the courses of physics and mathematics
education.2 The participants in the survey were enrolled on
a voluntary basis and explicitly agreed to contribute to our
study on the cognitive styles of elementary school student
teachers.
TABLE I. Standard approaches to knowledge, with reference to modeling.
Behaviorist Cognitivist Constructivist
The learner adapts their behavior in
order to respond to given learning
stimuli from the external world, i.e.,
the true reality. A model is seen as a
repetition of facts, or a reproduction
of objects that really exist, or a scale
reproduction of reality, aimed at
completely describing what is
observed.
The learner activates their cognitive resour-
ces (memory, past learning experience, etc.)
to make sense of the surrounding reality. The
model is therefore a mental construction
aimed at making sense of reality by compar-
ing it with the learner resources. The learner
is able to recall the relevant variables from a
previously studied phenomenon and to find
useful relationships between them but is not
always able to explain the reasons for their
answers.
The learner learns by designing and con-
structing abstract ‘‘objects,’’ concepts, de-
scriptions, and interpretations of natural
phenomena, in different ways, including
peer to peer interaction. The model is a
mental construction built by analogy to situ-
ations not necessarily related to the phe-
nomenological world and can be applied to
it, if needed.
2The physics education course was made up of 60 hours of
lectures and workshop activities. The mathematics education
course involved similar activities, oriented to mathematics, and
was 40 hours long. The two courses were taught by two of the
authors of this paper (who have long experience in physics and
mathematics education research) and were closely integrated
with respect to the general teaching approach and to the theo-
retical framework. The third author, a physics education re-
searcher, was not involved in the courses. He acted as an
independent observer during the administration of the question-
naire and also conducted the interviews with the STs, making
clear that these were in no way connected to course evaluation.
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The questionnaire is made up of two parts: a six-
question section on the processes of modeling and a four-
question section on the connections between models and
real situations, i.e., how personal ideas on modeling are put
into action when related to concrete situations. Some of the
questions (mainly the ones in the first part) are inspired by
other questionnaires on the processes of modeling, which
we thought relevant for our survey [26,27].
The analysis of the questionnaire was conducted in three
separate stages. In the first one, an a priori analysis of the
possible answers to the questions was performed.
According to Brousseau [28], this analysis allows research-
ers to highlight the answering strategies expected from
students facing a problematic situation and the potential
alternative responses that may appear. The analysis is
conducted independently of the observation (hence the
term a priori), in order to provide a reference point for
the subsequent study of the ‘‘postobservations’’—in our
case the approaches to modeling highlighted by STs in
answers to the questions.
The a priori analysis was independently performed by
the three researchers, and then a consensus was negotiated
to obtain the final, shared version of the analysis.
In the second stage, actual ST’s answers were inde-
pendently analyzed by the researchers, by taking into
account the strategies that we found during the a priori
analysis. As a first result we found that some of the
hypothesized answering strategies were not used by the
STs and, by contrast, some unforeseen strategies were
put into action. In line with previous research [27,29,30]
these strategies were a posteriori added to the a priori
answering strategies, in order to obtain a global list
useful to better classify ST behavior. This list is shown
below and reports the questionnaire’s 10 questions, in
bold. Each question is followed by the set of possible
strategies we hypothesized STs would put into action
when answering the question, and the unforeseen strat-
egies, in italics.
During the analysis each researcher used the list to draw
up a table containing the strategies actually used by each
ST to answer the questions. The inter-rater reliability of the
analysis was very high. Discordances between researcher
tables were only found when a STanswer was classified by
one or more researchers not considering just one of the
a priori or a posteriori strategies, but identifying in it
elements of two or more strategies. In a few cases discor-
dances were due to different researcher interpretations of
STs’ statements. This happened 8 times when comparing
tables of researchers 1 and 2, 5 times for researchers 2 and
3, and 4 times for researchers 1 and 3. Hence we obtained
percentages of accordance of about 99% between the
analysis tables of each researcher couple. The differences
between the three tables were compared and discussed by
the researchers to reach a consensus on a common table to
use for the study.
Questions and their respective answering strategies
1. Models are very common in science and mathe-
matics, but what actually is a model in physics?
1A A faithful or reduced scale reproduction of a real
object.
1B An operative procedure to follow in order to simplify
and describe phenomena from the natural world.
1C A reproduction of a real object, not necessarily on a
reduced scale, aimed at helping us to interact with it and/or
describe it.
1D A stylized or simplified reproduction of a real
object, aimed at helping us to interact with it and/or
describe it.
1E A mental representation of a real object or pheno-
menon, which accounts more or less accurately for its
mechanisms of functioning.
1FA real or abstract object that behaves like another real
object, but does not necessarily look like it.
1G A physical model is a mental formalization of real
phenomena.
2. And what is a model in mathematics?
2A A picture of a geometrical shape, maintaining fixed
proportions between its elements.
2B It is a method to faithfully describe reality.
2C It is a quantitative but essential reproduction of a
phenomenon.
2D A mathematical model is a symbolic or quantitative
representation of a situation or phenomenon.
2E A mathematical model is a guideline or a formula,
aimed at resolving a problem.
2F A mathematical model is a simplified representation
of a system, whose basic elements (variables, sources
and contexts) are connected by relationships (a set of
rules).
2G A mathematical model is a reference for the
construction of a line of reasoning or the demonstration
of a hypothesis.
2H It is a description of a situation or phenomenon that
is useful for predicting the evolution of the situation or
phenomenon itself.
2I It is an abstract construction that allows different
quantitative representations of the same object to be built.
3. Are the models creations of human thought or do
they already exist in nature?
3A They are creations of human thought based on
preexisting ‘‘natural models’’.
3B Models really exist and are simple, real life
situations.
3C Models already exist in nature and humans try to
understand them, sometimes only imperfectly.
3D Models are simply creations of the human mind, like
mathematical formulas.
3E Many models are creations of the human mind and
are what we call ‘‘theories’’.
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3F Models are creations of human thought; their crea-
tion comes from continuous interaction with the ‘‘real’’
external world.
3G Models are creations of human thought, and their
purpose is to predict and make sense of natural
phenomena.
4.What are the main characteristics of a model? Give
at least one example.
4A A model has to start from some hypotheses of the real
world that have to be verified.
4B It must be able to account for all the features of the
real object it represents.
4C The model must simply be a description of the
reality.
4D It must be fixed and immutable. It is the modeler that
chooses a model suitable for the real situation.
4E It must be able to account for the features of the real
that are of practical interest.
4F It must highlight the variables that are relevant for the
description or explanation of the phenomenon and their
relationships.
4G It must be expressed in mathematical language and/
or accepted by a scientific community.
4H It can be qualitative, semi quantitative or
quantitative.
4I It must allow what we observe about different
phenomena or situations to be generalized.
4J It must be useful for analyzing and making predic-
tions about the behavior of a more or less complex system.
5. Can all natural phenomena be described or
explained by a model? Carefully explain your answer.
5A Yes. A natural phenomenon can always be described
by a physical model, as physics is the natural world, with
all its laws.
5B No. There are phenomena that cannot be described or
explained with a model and/or that cannot be defined in
terms of precise physical quantities.
5C Not always. Even the ablest modeler will not be able
to reproduce particularly complex systems (for example
human behavior).
5D No. Some phenomena still have not been explained,
but they will be in the future.
5E Yes. It just depends on the modeler’s ability to care-
fully reproduce the features of interest.
5F Yes and no. In fact the way nature works is not
completely known to man, so further study is necessary
to explain all phenomena.
5G Yes. If the modeler is able to find all the relevant
variables that characterize the phenomenon.
6. Is a mathematical formula always a way to express
a real situation? Carefully explain your answer.
6A No, as mathematics is an abstract construction and
does not always represent reality.
6B Yes, but only if it quantitatively describes the entire
real situation.
6C No, because reality is so complex that it cannot
always be expressed by a mathematical formula.
6D No, because not all phenomena can be described
mathematically or quantitatively.
6E Yes, because mathematics is the language the human
brain uses to quantitatively describe or explain a real
situation.
6F No, as a real phenomenon can have characteristics
that cannot easily be expressed in mathematical language.
6G Yes, because a mathematical law is always verifi-
able, starting from well-defined hypotheses.
6H Yes, but it is necessary to carefully choose the
mathematical variables needed to express the real
situation.
7. Can the mathematical formula y ¼ ax be used to
calculate the circumference of a circle? Carefully
explain your answer.
7A No, as in the formula for circumference calculation
the radius and the circumference are present, and not the
variables x and y.
7B No, because the constant a does not have the correct
value, i.e. 2.
7C No, because y ¼ ax is a direct proportionality, i.e., a
straight line, while the circumference is a curve.
7D No, because the formula y ¼ ax is an algebraic one,
while the circumference calculation is a geometric task.
7E No, because y ¼ ax is not the correct mathematical
relationship between x and y.
7F Yes, because the circumference is directly propor-
tional to the radius, as y is with respect to x in the formula
y ¼ ax.
8. An object is free falling. Report the variables that
you think are relevant for the description of the
phenomenon and verbally describe the relation that
you think exists between these variables. Carefully
explain your answer.
8A The speed of the object depends on certain parame-
ters, like the object’s weight, its shape or the forces acting
on the object.
8B The relevant variables are space and time. They are
linearly dependent.
8C The relevant variables are space and time. Space is
proportional to the square root of time.
8D The relevant variables are the acceleration caused
by gravity and/or the starting height and/or the mass and/
or the force of gravity.
8E In order to describe the phenomenon we must deter-
mine all the forces acting on the object and then use
Newton’s 2nd law.
8F The relevant variables are time, space, velocity and
acceleration—an explanation is given, but the relationships
between the variables are not completely or clearly expressed.
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8G The relevant variables are time, space, velocity and
acceleration. Space is proportional to the squared time and/
or velocity is proportional to time—examples are clearly
given.
9. Write the mathematical formula that represents
the relation you found in the previous question.
Carefully explain your answer.
9AVerbal explanation based on concrete situations, but
no formula reported.
9B Graphic representation of non significant variables
that come from real experience.
9C Use of incorrect formulas, like s ¼ vt and/or
F ¼ Ma.
9D s ¼ 12at2—no explanation.
9E s ¼ 12at2 and v ¼ at—no explanation.
9F v-t and/or s-t formulas or graphs are reported and
correctly commented on or applied.
10. Consider the free falling object in the previous
two questions. How would you modify the model to take
into account other elements that can influence the
motion of the object, like the medium in which the
motion takes place?
10A The motion of the object can be influenced by
environmental conditions, like wind or temperature.
10B The motion can be influenced by a collision with
another object.
10C Friction with air can influence the motion of an
object.
10D Friction with air can influence the motion of an
object, so density may be a relevant variable.
10E If we want to improve the model, we should take
into account one or more forces opposite to motion, for
example, friction with air, which increases with the velo-
city of the object, with its surface area, etc.
In the last stage of the questionnaire analysis, we drew
up a table that identifies three ‘‘profiles’’ containing the
answering strategies that can be considered typical of each
epistemological approach reported in Sec. II. Each profile
defines the ‘‘ideal model’’ of a ST answering all the
questions by always adopting that given epistemological
approach. These profiles, shown in Table II, have been used
for the quantitative analysis of the research data, which is
further explained in Sec. IV.
In order to better clarify the meaning of the three
profiles, the answers from the a priori or a posteriori
analysis, which each of the three ideal STs would give to
the questions according to our analysis criteria, are shown
in the Appendix.
After the questionnaire had been administered, inter-
views were conducted with a selected group of 15 STs,
in order to get relevant information on the STs’ behavior
and to widen the analysis of their cognitive styles by
highlighting points of interest or unusual elements in
the questionnaire answers. The interview protocol was
predesigned by all three researchers, but the interviews
were conducted by one of the researchers face to face
with the ST. In some cases, questions not in the interview
protocol were asked in order to better clarify specific
situations that emerged during the discussion. Interviews
were audio recorded and then analyzed together by the
three researchers, on the basis of a search for key words,
and specific aspects of the STs’ answers that provided
evidence of the cognitive style(s) used, in relation to our
research questions [31,32].
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
A. General overview of the quantitative method used
‘‘If a question is more complex than one that follows it,
then every pupil who succeeds in the first one should also
succeed in the second one’’ [24]. Every teacher knows that
there are exceptions to this situation, whatever the degree
of complexity of the question. The evaluation and the
structuring of implicative relationships between variables
(in our case, teaching situations, learning strategies, etc.)
are the general problems at the origin of the development
of statistical implicative analysis (SIA) [33,34]. These
problems, which have also drawn attention from psychol-
ogists interested in ability tests [35], have become the
subject of significant renewed interest during the past
decade.
SIA provides a complete framework to evaluate the
relevance of relationships between variables and to struc-
ture them in order to get correlations at different granularity
levels. The underlying objective is to highlight the emerg-
ing properties of the whole system, which cannot be de-
duced by simply breaking it up into parts [36]. All these
properties, which emerge from complex interactions,
contribute to the interpretation of the nature of the system
as a whole. A more complete description of SIA is given
in [24].
In this work we use two well-known SIA indexes, the
similarity and the implication, aimed at getting fine detail
TABLE II. Ideal profiles of STs and the related answering
strategies for the 10-item questionnaire.
Behaviorist Cognitivist Constructivist
1A, 1B 1C, 1D 1E, 1F, 1G
2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 2E, 2F, 2G 2H, 2I
3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 3E 3F, 3G
4A, 4B, 4C, 4D 4E, 4F, 4G, 4H 4I, 4J
5A, 5B, 5C, 5D 5E, 5F 5G
6A, 6B, 6C, 6D 6E, 6F, 6G 6H
7A, 7B 7C, 7D, 7E 7F
8A 8B, 8C, 8D, 8E 8F, 8G
9A, 9B 9C, 9D, 9E 9F
10A, 10B 10C, 10D 10E
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about the properties of our sample system (a group of 78
STs and 72 answering strategies), on the basis of our
research hypothesis and in relation to the research
questions.
Let us consider two generic STs i and j. Lerman’s
similarity index [37,38] classifies STs according to hier-
archical clustering [39,40] and allows us to calculate sim-
ilarities in ST behavior (i.e., similar answering strategies).
It is defined as follows:
sði; jÞ ¼ ni^j 
ninj
n
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ninj
n
q
8 nj  n;
where ni and nj are the number of answering strategies put
into action by i and j, respectively, n is the total number of
answering strategies (72, in our case), and ni^j is the
number of common answering strategies used by i
and j.
For fixed values of ni and nj the greater ni^j is (i.e., the
more i and j are ‘‘similar’’), the more sði; jÞ is positive.
When i and j put completely different strategies into
action (ni^j ¼ 0) the similarity index assumes negative
values.
If we take into account two generic answering strategies,
a and b, we can define the implication index, qða; bÞ:
qða; bÞ ¼ na^ b 
nan b
n
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nan b
n
q
8 n b  0;
wherena is the number of STs that put strategya into action,
n b is the number of STs not putting strategy b into action
(i.e., using all possible strategies except b), n is the total
number of STs (78, in our case), and na^ b is the number of
STs both using strategy a and not using strategy b.
These two indexes are better described in [24], where a
full theoretical discussion of their origin and meaning is
given. In order to clarify the use we made of them, we
remark that sði; jÞ is mainly used to reveal whether there is
a grouping of ST behaviors and if it is possible to identify
clusters of behaviors with respect to their similarity to the
epistemological approaches to knowledge discussed in
Sec. II. This analysis is done by considering the three
‘‘ideal profiles’’ of STs defined in Table II. The use of
ideal profiles of individuals participating in a survey or
research is common in many research papers [24,29,30]
and the results of previous research validate this method
both theoretically and experimentally.
On the other hand, the implication index, qða; bÞ, allows
us to find relationships (or implications) between strategies
activated in each answer and to study their coherence in the
proposed framework of epistemological approaches to
knowledge described in Sec. II. The possibility offered
by qða; bÞ to get fine detail about the implications of the
strategies used allowed us to better specify the results
obtained by the use of sði; jÞ and also to obtain the data
necessary to answer our second research question.
B. Sample data analysis
In order to analyze the data we used C.H.I.C. (classifica-
tion hie´rarchique implicative et cohe´sitive) software
[41–43]. It enables the calculation of associations
(implicative and similarity) from a set of data and the
construction of dendrograms in the form of ‘‘implicative
graphs’’ and ‘‘similarity trees,’’ for an easy comparison of
the results. The software also provides a level of signifi-
cance for each index value. In fact, an implication between
two strategies is identified on the basis of the percentage of
STs making use of both the first and the second answering
strategies. The similarity between two STs is also
expressed by a percentage indicating the similarity level,
i.e., the confidence assigned by C.H.I.C. to the similarity
relationship between them.3
The matrix that we build in order to use C.H.I.C. has the
form of the one shown in Table III
For example, if student teacher s1 used strategies 1B and
10D in his answers, the s1 row in Table III will contain the
binary digit 1 in the related cells, while all other cells will
contain 0. C.H.I.C. works on this table to determine impli-
cations between ST strategies and uses the transposed one
for similarity analysis. The last three rows represent the
ideal ST models described in Sec. II. They contain 1 and 0
according to the profiles defined in Table II.
More information about the software and its use in the
framework of SIA can be found in Ref. [44].
TABLE III. Data matrix for C.H.I.C. analysis. The 78 STs are
shown as s1, s2, . . ., s78. The three ideal ST profiles are shown as
behav. IST, cogn. IST, and const. IST, respectively, and the 72
answering strategies are represented by 1A, 1B, . . ., 10E.
Student Teacher Strategy
1A 1B . . . 10D 10E
s1 . . . .
s2 . . . .
s3 . . . .
. . .
s78 . . . .
behav. IST . . . .
cogn. IST . . . .
const. IST . . . .
3For each answer to a question, C.H.I.C. completely identifies a
student with one of the three ideal profiles if the student used at
least one of the answering strategies in Table II for that question.
That is, if a student used strategy 6E and/or 6F and/or 6G, he is
classified as 100% similar (for question 6) to the ‘‘cognitivist’’
profile.
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V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Quantitative analysis
Figure 1 shows the similarity tree obtained from our
data. Each ST is represented by si (where i goes from 1 to
78) in the right-hand column of the graph. The three ideal
profiles: behav. IST, cogn. IST, and const. IST (represent-
ing the behaviorist, cognitivist, and constructivist
approaches to knowledge, respectively) are considered as
ideal STs and placed in the same column. The tree shows
relationships and similarities between the general answer-
ing strategies used by STs, and also allows the similarity
between each ST and the ideal ST profiles to be studied.
The horizontal axis shows the similarity level4 between
STs. For example, similarity between s11 and s55 is weaker
FIG. 1. Similarity tree for the study variables (STs answering to the test and the three ideal profiles identified on the basis of the
a priori or a posteriori analysis). The horizontal axis shows the similarity level between variables, but it is not represented to scale.
4Similarity trees are represented by C.H.I.C. without respecting
a common scale factor in the similarity values reported in the
horizontal axis. This is a known issue of the software and it is
going to be fixed in future versions.
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than similarity between s1 and s47 as the link between the
first two variables corresponds to a lower similarity level
than the link between s1 and s47. Note also that these four
variables are linked to the behaviorist ideal profile,
although they have a lower link strength.
Figure 1 shows that the STs are grouped in several
similarity clusters, at different levels of strength of the
link. With respect to STs’ similarity to the ideal profiles,
three ‘‘macroclusters’’ are evident. The vast majority of
elements in our sample exhibit a cognitivist answering
strategy overall, with a 74% confidence level, and nine
show behavioristlike attitudes, with a 70% confidence
level. Only two STs show answering strategies that can
be considered constructivist, with an 89% confidence level.
The three macroclusters shown in Fig. 1 are disjointed at
the confidence levels shown. We will see that the implica-
tive analysis, discussed below, demonstrates that in some
cases STs classified in one of these macroclusters use
answering strategies that can be classified as typical of
one or both the other two ideal profiles.
Figure 2 shows the implicative graph we obtained by
means of C.H.I.C. ST answering strategies are connected to
each other by means of arrows. For the sake of simplicity,
in Fig. 2 we chose to represent only the answering
strategies that imply another one with a significance level
of 99% (red double lines), 95% (blue solid lines), and 90%
(green dashed lines). We should point out that in C.H.I.C.
graphs implications are to be read only between pairs of
strategies. For example, the implication chain 2F-9E-7F is
therefore to be read by considering that 99% of all STs
using answering strategy 2F (10 in our survey data) also
use strategy 9E and 99% of all STs showing strategy 9E
(18) also put into action strategy 7F.
We will now discuss some of the implications, by con-
sidering the higher percentages of implications, but also
taking into account the number of STs involved.5
Implication between strategies 2F and 9E (revealed in all
the 10 STs using strategy 2F) demonstrates a close link
between two cognitivist strategies, i.e., the recognition of
the formal structure of the model and the ability to report
mathematical formulas to summarize a phenomenon (not
supported, however, by an explanation of the reasons for
the answer).
The 99% implication between 9E and 7F seems to show
that 18 STs, although incapable of explaining the reasons
FIG. 2 (color online). Implicative graph for answers to the test. Rectangles represent STs’ strategies as reported in the a priori or
a posteriori analysis in Sec. III. Red double-line arrows indicate a 99% incidence of implication between two strategies, blue solid
arrows indicate a 95% incidence, and green dashed arrows indicate a 90% incidence of implication. Implications are to be read only
between neighboring pairs of strategies.
5We will not discuss implications involving less than 10 STs
here.
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for their (correct) writing of mathematical formulas to
summarize a phenomenon, appear to be able to put into
action a constructivistlike answering strategy in question 7.
The 95% significant implication between strategies 10B
(behaviorist) and 3G (constructivist), revealed in 12 STs,
seems to again demonstrate a correlation between the use
of low-level and higher-level strategies. On the other hand,
we must also consider that question 3 is one of the ques-
tions aimed at exploring the general, theoretical aspects of
the process of modeling, while question 10 is an applica-
tive one, aimed at testing the actual capabilities to expand a
model to represent new situations. Therefore, implication
10B-3G actually reveals 12 STs that are not able to gen-
eralize a model by applying it to wider situations and
whose constructivist-type idea of the nature of a model,
expressed in 3G, is probably to be considered developed
only at a declarative level.
The 90% implication between strategy 3G and a cog-
nitivist one (7C), shown by 17 STs, and the 90% one
between 3G and the cognitivist 8D (again true for 17
STs), go along the same line. We can, therefore, hy-
pothesize that the previously considered implications can
be ascribed to the use of resources from previous in-
struction experience, i.e., ‘‘memories’’ from mathematics
and physics courses attended by the STs in previous
years (all our STs attended a 5 year course of physics
and mathematics at secondary school, although limited
to a few hours per week).
Implications 1A-4A and 8A-9A, true for 10 and 11 STs,
respectively, give evidence of the persistence of behaviorist
strategies applied by STs in answers to questions on the
nature and characteristics of models and when trying to
give a verbal and then a formal description of a real
physical situation. A persistence of behaviorist strategies
can also be found in the interesting implication 5B-3B (true
for 14 STs), where the idea of the existence of phenomena
that cannot be explained by a model is related to the idea of
a model as something that really exists in nature and
identified as simple, real life situations.
The 90% implication between answering strategies 9A
and 7C (in 13 STs) makes evident a link between a behav-
iorist approach to the formalization of a situation and a
cognitivistlike use of formulas. Although it is evidence of
the correct recognition of y ¼ ax as a direct proportion-
ality, the use of strategy 7C reveals an imperfect transfer
between algebraic and geometrical representations, and
can, therefore, be an obstacle to procedures based on
mathematic modeling.
Other implications worth noting are the ones between
3C and 5A and those between 2E and 5A (both in 10 STs).
These implications highlight that the idea of a model as
something that exists in nature, which humans can only
imperfectly understand, or as a formula aimed at solving a
problem, is linked to the direct identification of physics
with the natural world.
B. Qualitative analysis
In this section we quote some excerpts from STs’ inter-
views.6 As stated in Sec. III, interviews are aimed at
deepening the analysis of the cognitive styles of STs by
highlighting points of interest or controversial behavior in
the questionnaire answers. Interviews were analyzed on the
basis of a search for key words and specific aspects of the
STs’ answers that could give evidence of the cognitive
style(s) used to answer our research questions [31,32].
We start by quoting parts of discussions between a
researcher and three of the STs that reveal implications
between strategies 9E and 7F in the analysis of the ques-
tionnaire answers, as shown in Fig. 2. ST answers are
shown together, but they were obtained in single
interviewer-interviewee face to face setups:
Researcher. In your answer to item 9 you formalized the
equations between space, velocity and time in the free
fall of a body by using the equations s ¼ 12 at2 and
v ¼ at, but you did not give any reason for writing
these particular relationships between s, v and t. Can
you now explain your answer?
Elena. I know a falling body performs an accelerated
motion, so the correct equations should be the ones I
reported in my answer to question 9.
Daniela. Time, space and velocity are the significant
variables to describe the free fall of a body. The s-t
and v-t graphs are quadratic and linear, respectively.
Francesca. Galilei showed that all falling bodies have
the same constant acceleration, so I wrote that s ¼ 12gt2
and v ¼ gt, where g is gravity.
The three STs try to justify their use of the uniformly
accelerated motion equations by using specific terms or
concepts like ‘‘accelerated motion,’’ ‘‘graphs are quadratic
or linear,’’ ‘‘all falling bodies have constant acceleration,’’
but are not able to explain their use of a quadratic expres-
sion for sðtÞ and a linear one for vðtÞ by linking the mean-
ing of a uniformly accelerated motion to these variables. It
is worth noting that all of them answered question 8 by
naming space, velocity, and time (strategy 8F), without
being able to verbally express the relationships between
them, and they confirm their imperfect understanding in
their answer to this researcher question7 as well. The
6Interview excerpts are not always literally translated into
English from Italian. We tried to convey the sense of the
originals, rather than reporting the exact terms and expressions
used by STs. Only the key words and typical expressions we
identified as relevant for the analysis are directly translated.
7An implication between 8F and 9E is present in the implica-
tive graph of our data, but only at a significance level of 75%. For
this reason, it is not shown in Fig. 2.
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cognitive style shown here by Elena, Daniela, and
Francesca seems to be driven by a mere recall of concepts
studied before, without any clear evidence of an
understanding of the reasons leading to the mathematical
expressions of sðtÞ and vðtÞ.
Researcher. What does it actually mean that a variable
is proportional to another one? Try to explain with
reference to the answer you gave to question 7.
Elena. It means that when one variable increases the
other also increases. This is certainly true for the cir-
cumference and the radius of a circle.
Daniela. If I am not wrong, proportionality should be
expressed by a linear graph. I remember solving a math
problem at school, where we were asked to plot the
graph of circumference vs radius in a circle. It was a
line, so I am sure that y ¼ ax can also be used in the
case of a circle.
Francesca. A variable is proportional to another when it
varies together with it. In a circle the circumference
varies with the radius, as it does for variables y
and x.
The answering strategies put into action here by Elena,
Daniela, and Francesca again seem to be linked more to the
recalling of previously studied facts than to a real under-
standing of the concept of proportionality. The association
of the linear dependence relationship to the definitions
‘‘when one variable increases the other also increases’’
and ‘‘the variables vary together with’’ is very common
in STs who went to secondary schools where mathematics
was not a main subject.
Researcher. Can you give another example of the appli-
cation of the formula y ¼ ax to a situation you can find
in real life or that you have previously studied?
Elena. I am not sure . . . maybe the falling of a body can
be described by this formula, but I have difficulty in
relating y and x to variables useful for the study of
motion.
Daniela. I think that the relationship between the force
of gravity and the mass of a body can be expressed as
y ¼ ax. In physics books the force is written as F ¼
mg, an equation that seems to me similar to a linear
relationship between F and m.
Francesca. I remember that the velocity of a body can be
defined as space over time. So, if I solve the equation,
space is proportional to time, exactly as y is propor-
tional to x.
Here Daniela and Francesca seem to deal with the
question with some success, but a close inspection of their
ideas reveals the use of terms or phrases, like ‘‘I remember
that . . .,’’ ‘‘in physics books it is written . . .’’ that can again
be due to recalling previous instruction more than a real
ability to apply an abstract idea to a concrete situation.
The analysis of these interview answers seems to show
that the use made by Elena, Daniela, and Francesca of
strategy 7F is more due to a cognitivist line of thought
than to the application of constructivist abilities. In the
similarity tree shown in Fig. 1 the three STs are coded as
s19, s69, and s77 and are collectively classified as
cognitivist.
We continue by discussing some of the answers of two
STs, which highlight an implication between 10B and 3G.
Researcher. You wrote that models are creations of
human thought. Can you explain this idea better?
Valentina. Yes, it is a way the human brain has to
describe, explain and predict what it really exists in
nature. It is a specific experimental result or argument
that has been validated by a scientific community.
Antonella. A model is something given by a line of
reasoning, so it comes from the human mind but it is
then applied to concrete situations, like an experiment
or a formula. A model is the starting point to solve or
demonstrate something observed.
Here we have a confirmation of the fact that both
Valentina and Antonella have ideas about models that
can be considered part of the line of thought typical of a
constructivist, at least at a declarative level. The use of
words or concepts like ‘‘explain’’ and ‘‘predict’’ or ‘‘vali-
dated by a scientific community’’ and ‘‘starting point to
demonstrate’’ lead us to suppose that Valentina and
Antonella think of scientific knowledge as a construction
based on the interpretation of experimental results and the
sharing of ideas in a community.
Researcher. What happens if you have a model to ex-
plain some phenomena that works well, and you sud-
denly make some observations of a phenomenon that is
apparently similar to the first ones, but it is not well
explained by your model?
Valentina. Well, I think that if the model is working it
should explain all similar phenomena. I think that the
scientific community should have taken into account all
similar situations before building an accepted model.
Antonella. If the model does not explain similar situ-
ations the mathematic formula describing it is probably
wrong. Maybe it is necessary to find another one, with
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different variables, that can be fitted to the new phe-
nomenon better. . .
Here, Valentina is showing that she has a somehow
‘‘rigid’’ idea about what science is. She seems convinced
that once a model is ‘‘working’’ it has to be immutable, as
it is the result of ‘‘the scientific community’s’’ work.
Antonella, on the other hand, thinks that in these situations
an error in the ‘‘formula’’ can be detected, and different
‘‘variables’’ can be found to make changes to the model.
Here the use of the concept ‘‘find another formula,’’ to-
gether with ‘‘fitted to the new phenomenon better’’ leads us
suppose that Antonella is showing a mixed but constructi-
vist–dominant line of thinking.
Researcher. Let’s consider the situation described in
item 10 of the questionnaire. We asked you to try and
modify the free falling body model in order to take into
account the influence of elements other than gravity that
affect motion. You cited a collision with other objects as
one of the possibilities, but do you think there may be
other variables that can be considered and measured
during the fall of a body? If yes, how can you choose
these variables?
Valentina. You said ‘‘other variables’’ to consider . . . . I
thought that in the study of the fall of an object the
correct formula was s ¼ 12 at2. I have to think about this
more carefully . . .8
Antonella. Yes, I think that one of the ways in which a
falling object can modify its motion is by colliding with
another body. I don’t think other elements can influence
its motion . . .
Here the researcher goes on a concrete situation and asks
for an existing model to be extended in order to take new
experimental evidence into account. Both Valentina and
Antonella are now puzzled and seem not to be able to build
any extension to the free falling body model.
Researcher. And what about air? Do you think it influ-
ences the motion of a falling object? If yes, is it possible
to take it into account in some way and modify the
original model?
Valentina. Yes! Now you mention it I remember that
when I am in a car and I put my arm out of the window
it is pushed backwards by the wind, that is by air . . .. So
air must affect the motion of an object. But I don’t know
how . . .
Antonella. Mmm . . . every medium in which a body
moves has different characteristics, like density . . . so
I think we could try to use these characteristics to
modify the model . . . [no concrete answer is then given
to the researcher’s question].
The researcher tries to help Valentina and Antonella. A
possible element that can influence the motion of a falling
object, other than gravity, is mentioned (air). Valentina
immediately recalls from her memory an experimental
situation that confirms the relevance of air as an element
that can influence the motion of bodies, but she is not able
to find a new variable, related to air, that can be inserted
into the free falling body model to take into account the
new situation. Antonella detects a ‘‘characteristic’’ of air
that can, in her opinion, influence motion. She shows that
she has the idea of the ‘‘modification’’ of a model as a
consequence of observing new facts, but she is not able to
concretize her intuition with an extended model for the fall
of a body in air.
Valentina and Antonella seem to confirm that simply
being able to correctly give definitions of the nature and
uses of models is not sufficient to say that a correct under-
standing of the idea of modeling has been gained. They
need to work on modeling processes to improve their
understanding, and, in particular, they need to learn how
to generalize a model by choosing supplementary variables
relevant for describing new situations and inserting them
into the model. A deeper understanding of the use of
mathematical concepts and tools is also needed here.
We will now consider some parts of the interviews with
three STs that highlighted implications between strategies
8A and 9A, two behaviorist strategies.
Researcher. You wrote in your answer to item 8 that the
speed of a free falling body can depend on the body’s
weight, on its shape, or on the forces acting on it. Can
you explain how, and why, you chose them?
Francesca. When a body falls, only its weight is impor-
tant. Once the weight is found, one can use Newton’s
laws to calculate the body’s acceleration, another im-
portant variable for motion.
Maurizio. We must take into account all the relevant
parameters, like forces, acting on the body. Then, when
the time runs the space traveled by the body increases
according to the forces, as can easily be seen in real
situations.
Oriana. Mass, force and gravity are . . . the variables
that influence motion. I chose these as I can see from my
experience that they are the relevant ones.
8Valentina is actually one of the students that answered ques-
tion 9 by using strategy 9D, i.e., by recalling only the sðtÞ
relationship between space and time in uniformly accelerated
motion, without any attempt to explain why this formula is
correct and from where it originates.
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All the answers of the three STs confirm that their lines
of reasoning can be defined as behaviorist. The use of
concepts like ‘‘in falling only weight is important,’’
‘‘velocity of the body increases . . . , as can easily be seen
in real situations,’’ ‘‘I can see from my experience that they
are the relevant ones’’ suggest that the basic ideas behind
Francesca’s, Maurizio’s, and Oriana’s reasoning is mainly
an ‘‘on the spot’’ comparison between the proposed
situation and their own perception of the phenomenon
from the real world.
Researcher. Yes, but are you sure that the entities you
named are actually variables or parameters? What does
a variable have to do in order to be so defined?
Francesca. Well, a variable is something important for
the description of the phenomenon . . .
Maurizio. A variable should be used in a formula in
order to obtain useful results and information about the
body’s motion.
Oriana. Mass, force and gravity are variables because
they influence the body’s motion.
Here the researcher is trying to understand if the use
made of the term ‘‘variable’’ by STs is based on a real
understanding of what a variable is. Francesca draws at-
tention to the idea that a variable should ‘‘describe’’ a
situation. Maurizio goes further, and seems to show an
understanding that a variable must be related to another
one in a ‘‘formula’’ to ‘‘obtain useful results about mo-
tion.’’ Oriana still repeats her somewhat vague idea of the
relevance of a variable because it ‘‘influences’’ the motion
of a body.
Researcher. In mathematics, what do you think the
difference is between a variable and a parameter?
Francesca. A parameter should define something that
remains fixed, while a variable is something relevant for
the description of a real situation.
Maurizio. Judging from the names, I would guess that a
variable varies and a parameter maybe not . . .. In this
actual case, the forces are probably parameters and
time is a variable, as it runs.
Oriana. I am not sure. . . I think that both should describe
a real situation but I don’t know what the real difference
is . . .
The use made here of terms or concepts like ‘‘a para-
meter defines something fixed,’’ ‘‘variables describe real
situations,’’ ‘‘a variable varies,’’ ‘‘time is a variable as it
runs’’ seems to show that Francesca, Maurizio, and Oriana
have memories of mathematical or physical concepts from
past studies. On the other hand, these resources are vaguely
recalled by both Francesca and Oriana. Only Maurizio
seems to be able to construct a logical line that starts
from a semantic analysis of the word ‘‘variable’’ as some-
thing ‘‘varying’’ to understand that time can better be
considered a variable in relation to a (constant) force acting
on a body.
Researcher. In your answers to item 9 you did not write
any formula representing the motion of the free falling
body. Can you now use the variables and parameters we
found before in order to write the formula?
Francesca. I am not able to write a formula . . . I always
had problems with mathematics . . .. I can only say that
the weight is directed downwards.
Maurizio. I find it difficult to translate my ideas into a
math formula. Surely time is a variable that increases,
and also space, and . . . yes, velocity is a variable that
increases with time. In fact it can easily be seen that the
more a body takes to fall, the higher is its velocity when
it hits the ground.
Oriana.Mass and gravity should probably be multiplied
to obtain a correct expression for the free body falling. I
wrote this in the answer to item 9 but I am not really able
to say why.
Here the researcher wants to see if the STs can find a
relationship between the variables they have chosen as
relevant for the description of the phenomenon and write
it in a formalized way. Francesca immediately says she has
difficulties with mathematics and reports the concrete re-
sult that the weight is directed downwards. Maurizio
understands that velocity could also be defined as a vari-
able, as it also varies. As proof of this, he recalls the
concrete idea that ‘‘the more a body takes to fall, the higher
its velocity is when it arrives to the ground.’’ Oriana simply
states that mass and gravity are to be multiplied to get
correct information about the falling of a body (maybe a
memory of previous instruction about the calculation of the
force of gravity?).
Francesca, Maurizio, and Oriana clearly show a persis-
tently behaviorist line of thought, although in some cases
aspects of a cognitivist one can also be identified. This
result is not surprising, as it may be due to previous
experience of mathematics and physics teaching.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING
The similarity tree analysis discussed in Sec. Vallows us
to say that the vast majority of our elementary school
student teachers made use of answering strategies that
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can be generally defined as cognitivist, with only a small
group showing clear behaviorist attitudes and only two
showing a well-defined constructivist approach. The im-
plication graph and the qualitative analysis of interviews
help us to refine this result, by giving more detail about
relationships and implications between the answering
strategies used by STs.
The personal views revealed by our analysis of the
beliefs and approaches to modeling of our sample may
be the result of the typical way in which STs have been
taught mathematics and science in the past. In fact, very
often, concepts relevant for the understanding of scientific
questions are introduced in Italian schools by following a
traditional teaching approach, without any advantage for
the understanding of the implicit scientific content con-
cerning real life phenomena. Such traditional approach is
usually based only on the transmission of contents
and integrated with sometimes meaningless workshop
activities. In fact, these are very often performed directly
by teachers with the sole purpose of contextualizing ideas
already taught as they are presented in traditional text-
books and passively accepted by students. These types of
teaching methods tend to stimulate rigid mnemonic atti-
tudes in more passive students, fostering a behavioristlike
approach to new situations that are presented to them.
More active students are at best motivated to build links
bridging the concepts they have studied with real life
contexts in an attempt to give them meaning, thus making
use of a typical cognitivistlike approach, which is not
wrong in itself but not always sufficient for a meaningful
approach to scientific knowledge.
However, it is well known that an effective scientific
education needs to be supported by activities deeply rooted
in a constructivistlike approach [45–47], capable of helping
students to observe and make sense of suitably designed
experiences related to everyday life phenomena. In fact, as
research into science education has largely shown, themore
learning environments are able to stimulate student interests
related to their own everyday lives, the more effective they
are. As a consequence, recommendations about school
curricula and teaching are today more and more oriented
towards integrated community-based tasks and activities
for learners arising from real life problems [5,48].
Our results are consistent with data from the literature
[49–51]. In particular, we find that STs’ beliefs can be
eclectic, and sometimes contradictory. Many STs hold
more than one view about knowledge construction, with
particular reference to strategies that are inefficient for
correctly connecting mathematical modeling to real situ-
ations. This is an ability that can be considered an impor-
tant part of the construction of elementary school STs’ own
science understanding [52]. Our findings allow us to go in
depth with respect to the STs’ epistemological approaches
to knowledge. They highlight a significant presence of
behaviorist ideas, even in student teachers that generally
adopt cognitivist strategies. Moreover, our data evidence a
ST general approach to knowledge too grounded on a rigid
use of cognitive resources, mainly coming from memories
of past instruction and not based on a solid understanding
of modeling strategies. When we compare qualitative and
quantitative findings we also notice that in some cases
constructivist strategies are used by STs, although often
only at a declarative level. In these cases such use is not
supported by a suitable application of constructivist strat-
egies to the analysis of the real situations presented.
Through the calculation of similarity and implication
indexes our analysis methods give meaning to the relation-
ships found between the study variables, focusing on the
most relevant ones, identified on the basis of their strength.
Pictures are supplied of significant typical ST behaviors
and specific strategies used by STs in answering the ques-
tionnaire items. The use of interview analysis based on the
search for key words in ST statements makes stronger and
deepens the results obtained with the quantitative analysis.
Our results about elementary school student teachers’
perception of the process of modeling are limited by the
context of the Italian school system. However, they show a
strong similarity with results obtained in different school
systems and can give hints on how STs’ personal views and
beliefs about modeling can be used and redirected to plan a
teacher training program that can influence teacher’s per-
ception, judgment, and behavior with respect to science
and science teaching.
In line with these considerations, the two courses of
mathematics and physics education held by us have been
restructured, taking into account the need to carry out an
educational reconstruction of the scientific content to be
taught [53–55], aimed at orienting the course towards the
construction of models of explanation. In doing this we
have attempted to bring about a paradigmatic change of
direction, aimed at shifting student teacher attention from a
traditional ‘‘concept to context’’ learning approach to a
more effective ‘‘context to concept’’ one [56,57].
The key point for the courses is in the structuring of
learning environments in which different topics are pre-
sented as real life, problematic situations and questions to
be solved. The aim of this is to orient STs towards contents
through pathways of investigation and discovery related to
tangible context. Moreover, as pointed out by Nilsson and
van Driel [58], in a teacher training program STs should be
encouraged to modify their approach to content knowledge
and teaching methods. This can be done if their views and
beliefs are taken into account and developed, in order to
orient STs towards a meaningful construction of scientific
knowledge for teaching, and to allow them to see them-
selves as learners of both science or mathematics subjects
and science or mathematics teaching.
A complete report of the new approach with a detailed
analysis of student activities, answers to questionnaires,
interviews, and videos of STs performing experimental and
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modeling tasks and giving their ‘‘simulated’’ lessons in a
peer to peer context is in preparation and will be presented
in a forthcoming paper. Preliminary qualitative results
show that searching for models in real life contexts stim-
ulates student teachers’ investigative skills (searching for
relevant variables, formulating hypotheses, etc.) much
more than when STs are only requested to look for already
formalized concepts or equations to be applied in more or
less abstract contexts. The great majority of STs showed to
be able to think about and build kinds of ‘‘mechanism of
functioning’’ of the situations they have analyzed, so to
supply meaning to the relationships between the involved
variables. An educational reconstruction of scientific con-
tent based on laboratory and modeling activities seems,
then, to support in STs the building and development of
constructivistlike strategies, the ones that should continue
to play a relevant role in student teachers’ future careers as
elementary school teachers.
APPENDIX
Answers, drawn from the a priori and a posteriori
analysis, that each of the three ‘‘ideal student teachers’’
would give to the questionnaire items, according to our
analysis criterion.
1. Behaviorist
Models in physics are a faithful or reduced scale repro-
duction of a real object.
Models in physics are an operative procedure to follow
in order to simplify and describe phenomena from natural
world.
Models in mathematics are a picture of a geometrical
shape, maintaining fixed proportions between its elements.
In mathematics a model is a method to faithfully
describe reality.
In mathematics a model is a quantitative, but essential,
reproduction of a phenomenon.
Models are creations of human thought based on pre-
existing ‘‘natural models.’’
Models really exist and are simple, real life situations.
Models already exist in nature and humans try to under-
stand them, sometimes only imperfectly.
A model has to start from some hypotheses of the real
world that have to be verified.
A model must be able to account for all the features of
the real object it represents.
A model must be a simple description of the reality.
A model must be fixed and immutable. It is the modeler
that chooses a model suitable to the real situation.
A natural phenomenon can always be described by a
physical model, as physics is the natural world, with all its
laws.
There are phenomena that cannot be described or ex-
plained with a model and/or that cannot be defined in terms
of precise physical quantities.
A natural phenomenon cannot always be described or
explained by a physical model. Even the ablest modeler
will not be able to reproduce particularly complex systems
(for example, human behavior).
Some phenomena still have not been explained, but they
will be in the future.
A mathematical formula cannot always express a real
situation, as mathematics is an abstract construction and
does not always represent reality.
A mathematical formula can always express a real situ-
ation, but only if it quantitatively describes the entire real
situation.
A mathematical formula cannot always express a real
situation, because reality is so complex that it cannot al-
ways be expressed by a mathematical formula.
A mathematical formula cannot always express a real
situation, because not all phenomena can be described
mathematically or quantitatively.
y ¼ ax cannot be used to calculate the circumference of
a circle, as in the formula for circumference calculation the
radius and the circumference are present, and not the
variables x and y.
y ¼ ax cannot be used to calculate the circumference of
a circle, because the constant a does not have the correct
value, i.e., 2.
The speed of a free falling object depends on certain
parameters, like the object’s weight, its shape, or the forces
acting on the object.
For the free fall a verbal explanation, based on concrete
situations, is given, but no formula is reported.
For the free fall a graphic representation of nonsignifi-
cant variables, that come from real experience, is reported.
The motion of a free falling object can be influenced by
environmental conditions, like wind or temperature.
The motion of a free falling object can be influenced by a
collision with another object.
2. Cognitivist
A physical model is a reproduction of a real object not
necessarily on a reduced scale, aimed at helping us to
interact with it and/or describe it.
A physical model is a stylized or simplified reproduction
of a real object, aimed at helping us to interact with it and/
or describe it.
A mathematical model is a symbolic or quantitative
representation of a situation or phenomenon.
Amathematical model is a guideline or a formula, aimed
at resolving a problem.
A mathematical model is a simplified representation of a
system, whose basic elements (variables, sources, and
contexts) are connected by relationships (a set of rules).
A mathematic model is a reference for the construction
of a line of reasoning or the demonstration of a hypothesis.
Models are simply creations of the human mind, like
mathematical formulas.
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Many models are creations of the human mind and are
what we call ‘‘theories.’’
A model must be able to account for the features of the
real object that are of practical interest.
A model must highlight the variables that are relevant
for the description or explanation of the phenomenon and
their relationships.
A model must be expressed in mathematical language
and/or accepted by a scientific community.
A model can be qualitative, semiquantitative, or
quantitative.
A natural phenomenon can always be described or
explained by a physical model, it just depends on the
modeler’s ability to carefully reproduce the features of
interest.
Sometimes a natural phenomenon can be described or
explained by a physical model and others not. In fact, the
way nature works is not completely known to man, so
further study is necessary to explain all phenomena.
A mathematical formula can always express a real situ-
ation, because mathematics is the language the human
brain uses to quantitatively describe or explain a real
situation.
A mathematical formula cannot always express a real
situation, as a real phenomenon can have characteristics
that cannot easily be expressed in mathematical language.
A mathematical formula can always express a real situ-
ation, because a mathematical law is always verifiable
starting from well-defined hypotheses.
y ¼ ax cannot be used to calculate the circumference of
a circle, because y ¼ ax is a direct proportionality, i.e., a
straight line, while the circumference is a curve.
y ¼ ax cannot be used to calculate the circumference of
a circle, because the formula y ¼ ax is an algebraic one,
while the circumference calculation is a geometric
task.
y ¼ ax cannot be used to calculate the circumference of
a circle, because y ¼ ax is not the correct mathematical
relationship between x and y.
The variables describing a free falling object are space
and time. They are linearly dependent.
The variables describing a free falling object are space
and time. Space is proportional to the square of time.
The variables describing a free falling object are the
acceleration caused by gravity and/or the starting height
and/or the mass and/or the force of gravity.
In order to describe the phenomenon we must determine
all the forces acting on the object and then use Newton’s
2nd law.
The formula linking the variables relevant to describe a
free falling object is s ¼ vt and/or F ¼ ma.
The formula linking the variables relevant to describe a
free falling object is s ¼ 1
2 at
2—no explanation.
The mathematical formulas that describe the motion of a
free falling object are s ¼ 12at2=v ¼ at—no explanation.
Friction with air can influence the motion of a free
falling object.
Friction with air can influence the motion of a free
falling object, so density may be a relevant variable.
3. Constructivist
A physical model is a mental representation of a real
object or phenomenon, which accounts more or less
accurately for its mechanisms of functioning.
A physical model is a real or abstract object that behaves
like another real object, but does not necessarily look
like it.
A physical model is a mental formalization of real
phenomena
A mathematical model is a description of a situation or
phenomenon that is useful for predicting the evolution of
the situation or phenomenon itself.
A mathematical model is an abstract construction that
allows different quantitative representations of the same
object to be built.
Models are creations of human thought; their creation
comes from the continuous interaction with the ‘‘real’’
external world.
Models are creations of human thought, and their pur-
pose is to predict and make sense of natural phenomena.
A model must allow what we observe about different
phenomena or situations to be generalized.
A model must be useful for analyzing and making
predictions about the behavior of a more or less complex
system.
A natural phenomenon can always be described or
explained by a physical model if the modeler is able
to find all the relevant variables that characterize the
phenomenon.
A mathematical formula can always express a real situ-
ation, but it is necessary to carefully choose the mathe-
matical variables needed to express the real situation.
y ¼ ax can be used to calculate the circumference of a
circle, because the circumference is directly proportional
to the radius, as y is with respect to x in the formula.
The variables relevant to describe the free falling object
motion are time, space, and velocity—an explanation is
given but the relationships between the variables are not
completely or clearly expressed.
The variables relevant to describe the free falling object
motion are time, space, and velocity. Space is proportional
to the squared time and/or velocity is proportional to
time—clear examples are given.
v-t and/or s-t graphs are reported and correctly com-
mented on or applied.
If we want to improve the free falling object model, we
should take into account one or more forces opposite to
motion. For example, friction with air, which increases
with the velocity of the object, with its surface, etc.
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